A Shift in Scheduling

Meet Intrigma Efficient Works

The world's ﬁrst Vital Resource Coordination Platform

What is a Vital Resource Coordination platform?
It is a solution focused on identifying which resources are vital, and coordinating those
resources (human resources, financial resources, etc.) to accomplish a specific objective. For
example, in healthcare, Intrigma’s Efficient Works determines the vital human resources
(physician, advanced practitioner, nurse) based on a complex set of criteria and coordinates
these resources in the most efficient manner. It helps deliver on key organizational goals,
including safety, affordability, and quality. Efficient Works was created exclusively for healthcare enterprises in order to deliver better coordinated care in a value-based environment.
Efficient Works is comprised of multiple software tools, each designed to manage a specific
resource or process. The suite of solutions can reduce the time spent building schedules,
preparing staffing plans, calculating payroll, facilitating communications, and ensuring work
flows efficiently by up to 90%.
Efficient Works is unique in its ability to simplify complicated scheduling workflows for all
types of healthcare professionals, as well as optimal patient flow creation for efficient delivery of healthcare services. It is a HIPAA-compliant, cloud-based solution and includes a free
mobile platform, enabling better communication between teams and improved staff retention.
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Efficient Scheduler for Physicians and Advanced Practitioners
Patients should take precedence over paperwork any day. Efﬁcient Scheduler was designed to enable
you to spend less time scheduling, create better quality schedules, and have more time for other important tasks.

Efficient Scheduler for Nurses
If it suits your organization’s needs, nurses can be given even more autonomy with self-scheduling ﬁlling in shifts becomes entirely their decision, and there’s no need for administrator approval. Comply
with any necessary union labor and seniority rules and organize even the most complex schedules using
Efﬁcient Scheduler's rule packages. Track workloads every month based on hours worked, shift types,
etc. to ensure balance for the staff.

Efficient Communications
Communicate quickly with staff when and how you need to by notifying users of open shifts - advanced
rule logic makes locating any available staff easier than ever. Make important announcements in the
bulletin board, or display them based on work times.

Efficient Optimizer
Create optimal stafﬁng models for the ED using Intrigma’s Efﬁcient Optimizer. Efﬁcient Optimizer
provides a graph visualizing the predicted patient arrivals against the department’s stafﬁng and ability.
Shifts can be moved along a timeline to ensure stafﬁng closely meets patient demands. An at-a-glance
cost per patient visit calculator estimates the impact of the currently modeled stafﬁng scenario.

Efficient PayManager
Take pay calculation to a whole new level. Born out of the frustrations of working with non-healthcare
focused payroll solutions, Efﬁcient PayManager was designed from the ground up as the ideal pay calculation solution for physicians. Using this solution, Columbia
University Medical Center saved over 50% of
http://info.intrigma.com/columbia-medical-center-success-story
the time spent on calculating payroll.

Some of our leading healthcare partners

Get started today with Intrigma’s always-free scheduling solution:
http://www.intrigma.com/freescheduler/
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